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Do you
have the
wheels?

No parallel parking challenge this, the Raid
de Himalaya will have you wondering every
day if you are ever going to make it to the
finish line, alive. STEPHEN CUNLIFFE
hazarded the hell-raising ride across the
beautiful and deadly Himalayan terrain to
emerge an awestruck adventurer

E

VEN if the snow, ice,
sub-zero temperatures,
dangerously
narrow
mountain tracks, and
oxygen-depleted high
altitude Himalayan passes don’t
terrify you, the brutal pounding
that your vehicle takes might
thwart your best efforts to cross
the finish line. The Maruti
Suzuki Raid de Himalaya is as
much about endurance as it is
about driving. The terrain is
rough, the weather conditions
can be horrendous, and the
route is often downright brutal.
So, this begs the question: what
possesses people to sign up for
this seemingly insane event?
I grappled with this conundrum for much of the second
week of last October as I accompanied 180 participants on the
11th edition of Raid de
Himalaya: a motorsport event

that is widely acknowledged as
the longest, highest and most
strenuous race in India.
To describe the Raid as
brutal is an understatement. It
tests drivers and their vehicles
beyond limits. Vehicles are
jolted, bashed and rattled to
within an inch of the scrap
yard. Driver cunning and
stamina are essential if you are
to survive the hardships and
challenges of Raid de Himalaya
and claim a much-coveted
finisher’s medal.
To illustrate just how vicious
this race is, here’s some data:
only eight of the 33 vehicles
entered in the Extreme racing
category were able to cross the
finish line at last year’s event!
The 2009 race flagged off
from Shimla on Wednesday,
October 7, before moving north
across Himachal Pradesh over

Ladakhi
spectators stand
enraptured by
the procession of
rally vehicles in
the annual Raid
de Himalaya
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the notorious Baralacha Pass
and into Ladakh. When we
attempted to cross this icy high
altitude pass shortly before
dawn, the mercury hovered
around –8°C. This was just the
beginning.
After overcoming the snow
and black ice on Baralacha, the
world’s
second
highest
motorable road over Tanglang
La followed. We then gained
entry into the remote Buddhist
enclave of Ladakh and stayed
overnight in Leh. The race’s
latter stages detoured into the
idyllic Zanskar Valley before
returning via Kargil for the final
leg to Srinagar. Himalayan
Motorsport spokesman Manjeev
Bhalla jovially described this as
“an opportunity to have some
fun racing right under the noses

Start saving, now!
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You need to save up for a couple of
years (or months depending on
your income), since the concept of
an economy hotel doesn’t exist
here. Even the least expensive
places are sure to cost you about
$800 a night. So, it makes more
sense to go all out and stay in a
plush lagoon villa, that stands on
the water instead of on the island.

of the Pakistanis!”
As the race wore on, more
and more competitors dropped
out; yet, surprisingly, with the
passing of each day, I began to
better
understand
the
attraction of such an event.
There was the almost primordial
appeal of pitting yourself
against the extreme Himalayan
elements, coupled with the
irresistible allure of embarking
on a genuine adventure.
En route to the finish line,
everyone is plagued by the same
question: can I last the distance? It is not just stamina that
is tested, but vehicle endurance
too since the terrain and weather gods dish out innumerable
obstacles on a daily basis. It is
life at its most simple; survival
becomes paramount.

There is, however, much
more to this event than
torturous terrain and racing
hardships. Each year the route
takes participants into some of
India’s most beautiful, pristine
and
unexplored
regions.
Competitors are treated to the
breathtaking beauty of north
India’s landscapes, along with
some of the finest Himalayan
views imaginable. The bluest
skies are juxtaposed against
snow-capped peaks, glaciers
and icy mountain streams.
The rally traverses over
2,000 kilometres of India’s
finest wilderness areas. Largely
uninhabited due to extreme
weather conditions, these areas
offer
a
never-ending
kaleidoscope of jaw-dropping
vistas to keep even the dourest

competitors in awe.
The
Raid
organisers
recognised that the event lures
not only professional motorsport
afficionados but also everyday
adventurous souls. So, in
response, they created an
Adventure
category
to
accommodate these spirited
amateur enthusiasts. Vehicles
in the Adventure section follow
exactly the same challenging
route as the Extreme category,
allowing amateurs to take on
the Himalaya, but without the
racing dangers and competitive
pressures inherent to the
Extreme category.
Adventure participants are
given an optimum average
speed to maintain over an
unspecified distance. They are
then marked on the accuracy of

Learn swimming
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This is one of the best places to go
diving. It defeats the purpose if
you are going there just to loll on
the beach. Learn swimming if you
have to, but stay and get your
diving certificate. As beautiful as
the beach is, there is no point in
being there if you aren’t
experiencing the 2,830 m of
visibility from under.

ROMANCING THE RAILS

The
penultimate
stage of the Raid
takes participants
past the picturesque
Rangdum
Monastery

their arrival at various checkpoints. Arriving either early or
late incurs penalties. However,
the optimum speeds and
timings are still challenging
enough to keep Adventure
category drivers on their toes!
With over a hundred people
involved in the more social
Adventure group, this is by far
the most popular option. Last
year’s event included husbandwife teams, mother-daughter
duos,
even
a
disabled
competitor. Most participants
compete for the fun, challenge
and thrill.
So, that leaves just one
question… why don’t you sign
up for the 12th edition of Raid
de Himalaya?
smdmail@mid-day.com

More information
The Maruti Suzuki Raid de
Himalaya is organised
under the auspices of
Himalayan Motorsport and
covers over 2,000 km
through rugged
mountainous terrain. The
next edition takes place
from October 8 to 17, 2011
and is widely
acknowledged to be India’s
toughest and most
prestigious motorsport
event. Further information
is available at: www.raidde-himalaya.com

Explore the interior islands
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The resorts will be just as good,
with a better view of the coral
reefs, in fact. Actually, the reefs in
and around are in better condition
towards the inner islands.

Train journeys have
held a special
fascination for
journalist MARK
TULLY who writes
for Condé Nast
Traveller India’s
launch edition. With
a host of luxury
services now in
India, he explains
why there’s never
been a better time to
jump on board. An
exclusive extract

THIS revival of deluxe train
travel in India puts in my
mind the real heyday of the
railways — the early 1900s,
when stiff competition among
luxury trains in America gave
birth to the expression ‘redcarpet treatment’.
In his book, Blood, Iron
and Gold — a must for anyone interested in railways —
British journalist Christian
Wolmar describes in detail
the dinner menu on-board
the
Twentieth
Century
Limited, one of the legendary
trains of that era. It started
with oysters, then soup, a
choice of fish, chicken, ribs of
beef or goose, all finished off
with cheese. Then, gentlemen
passengers could retire to the
club car for a nightcap while
their wives repaired to the
observation car.
In those days, luxury
wasn’t uncommon on the
Indian railways either. One
traveller at the beginning of
the 20th century recalled the
service First Class passengers

Khyber Pass in the north. I
was making a film for the
BBC’s Great Railway Journeys
series and it wasn’t always
luxurious. The first
part was: we were
given an entire
First Class airconditioned
bogie for the
team. When I
told
the
attendant that
Indian First Class
compartments
didn’t have loos of their
own, he was inordinately
pleased. Even more luxurious
than our sleeping accommodation were our own dining
area and sitting room. It was a
divisional manager’s oldfashioned teak coach, which
he could attach to any train
and travel in like royalty.
Like most people, I do
enjoy being spoilt, I do enjoy
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the luxury of someone always
being there to look after my
comfort. But for me, every
railway journey is a luxury
compared to going by car, or
even worse, flying. The
longer the train journey, the
better. The great advantage of
trains is the time they give
you to yourself. You can eat,
you can read, you can enjoy
watching the countryside
pass. And what in the world is
more luxurious than being
rocked to sleep by the motion
of a train?

Condé Nast Traveller India
is out on stands now.
For Rs 100.

You don’t go to the Maldives to
party and hit nightclubs. The only
thing you could try is, perhaps, a
night dive. I did a night dive on a
full moon night and it was one of
the best experiences of my life. It
was eerily beautiful. All the
brilliantly-coloured fish come
out, especially the ones that hide
during the day. It’s surreal.

HOW LONG DID MARK
TULLY’S LONGEST
TRAIN JOURNEY TAKE?
Send in your answer to this
question with your full
name and number to
smdmail@mid-day.com.
Winners will be picked
through a random draw
and contacted on phone

Forget shopping
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WIN
3 copies of

Condé Nast
Traveller India

It started with oysters,
then soup, a choice of
fish, chicken, ribs of beef
or goose, all finished off
with cheese. Then,
gentlemen passengers
could retire to the club
car for a nightcap while
their wives repaired to
the observation car.

No nightlife here
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enjoyed, which included a
barber who appeared no
sooner had you ‘passed your
hand over your stubbly
beard’.
Service on the
trains these days
even extends to
enhancing the
journey outside of the
train. One stop
on
the
Maharajas’
Express is an
evening boat ride on
the Ganga in Varanasi. And
in Khajuraho, I was fascinated
to hear the train’s veteran
guide (known as Mamaji)
interpreting delicately, but
with humour, the erotic
sculpture on the temples.
My longest train journey
took two weeks, and
stretched from Pakistan’s
western port of Karachi to

As you might have figured by now,
Maldives isn’t a great place to shop.
Bring everything you need with you and
if you’re addicted to any special thing,
carry it along. You don’t want to be
flying back to India to buy your favourite
cigarettes. It’s a place you come to for
the sun, sand and sea, not goodies.

Ditch the spas
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Stand barefoot on the sand
for a pedicure and swim for
a mineral bath. The place is
beautifully pure, clean and
refreshing. Just being there
feels like you are at a spa.
Do bring friends or a date
with you. No singles bars
and no nightlife means you
are short on social life.

